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The present invention relates to a hydrotherapy unit, 
and more particularly is directed to such a unit which is 
adapted to be permanently installed for use in combina 
tion with a conventional bathtub with the components 
thereof positioned on the interior of the bathtub being 
readily removable. The invention is especially directed to 
an improvement on a hydrotherapy unit of the type dis 
closed in the application of Candido Jacuzzi, Serial No. 
299,698, filed August 5, 1963, co-pending herewith. 
The hydrotherapy unit of the aforementioned co-pend 

ing application is particularly desirable since it incorpo 
rates a pump and motor assembly adapted to be positioned 
to the exterior of a bathtub and a nozzle assembly adapted 
to be positioned to the interior of the bathtub, which 
assemblies are interconnected by flexible fluid conveying 
conduits. This arrangement has the advantage that the 
heavy pumping and electrical components of the unit 
need not be positioned within the bathtub. Thus, easy 
handling of the unit is facilitated and electrical hazards 
are avoided. It is noted that in many prior art hydro 
therapy units, the electric drive motors therefor were 
positioned within the bathtub, thus presenting an elec 
trical hazard which had to be overcome through the 
use of means such as submersible drive motors and 
auxiliary electrical grounding connections. Although 
these units proved safe when provided with Such means, 
the means resulted in the increased cost of the units and 
there was still some reluctance on the part of the public 
to use Such units. 

While the unit of the aforementioned co-pending ap 
plication overcame many of the difficulties encountered 
with the use of prior art hydrotherapy units, it still pos 
sessed many of the characteristics of portable units which 
are sometimes considered disadvantageous. Specifically, 
for aesthetic and convenience reasons, it was generally 
necessary to remove both the nozzle and pump and motor 
assemblies of the unit from the vicinity of the bathtub 
when not in use. This required both the handling of 
the entire unit and a suitable storage provision. Naturally, 
any handling of the unit either in its installation, removal, 
or storage results in Some inconvenience to the user. 

It is, accordingly, a principal object of the present in 
vention to provide a hydrotherapy unit adapted to over 
come the disadvantages encountered in the use of hydro 
therapy units of the type mentioned above. 

It is another and more specific object of the invention 
to provide a hydrotherapy unit wherein the pump and 
motor assembly therefor are permanently installed to the 
exterior of a bathtub to be used therewith and the nozzle 
assembly of the unit is removably positioned within the 
bathtub. 
Another specific object of the invention is to provide 

a hydrotherapy unit adapted to be installed in a conven 
tional bathtub and utilizing the overflow opening of the 
bathtub for the passage of the fluid flow conduits between 
a nozzle assembly positioned within the bathtub and a 
pump and motor assembly positioned to the exterior of the 
bathtub. 

Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 
hydrotherapy unit wherein the electrical components there 
of are located to the exterior of the bathtub used in con 
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2 
bination therewith and grounded to the conventional 
plumbing of the bathtub. 

Broadly, the objects of the invention are accomplished 
in a bathtub having an overflow opening therethrough and 
a hydrotherapy apparatus associated therewith comprising 
a nozzle housing positioned within the bathtub and a 
pump and driving motor therefor positioned to the ex 
terior of the bathtub. The improvement to which the in 
vention is primarily directed comprises an assembly for 
interconnecting the water inlet and discharge outlet of 
the nozzle housing with the vacuum inlet and pressure 
outlet, respectively, of the pump. The assembly includes 
a fitting received in the overflow opening of the bathtub 
and having therein a duct communicating with the Waste 
conduit to the exterior of the bathtub and a passage for 
the extension of conduits therethrough. The basic as 
sembly is completed by intake conduits extending through 
Said passage and in fluid communication between said 
water and vacuum inlets, and discharge conduits extend 
ing through said passage and in fluid communication be 
tween said pressure and discharge outlets. 
The foregoing and other objects and the detailed struc 

ture of the invention will become more apparent when 
viewed in light of the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a side elevational view, partially in section, 
illustrating a bathtub having the hydrotherapy unit of 
the present invention installed therein; and, 

FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view taken on line 2-2 of 
F.G. 1. 

Referring now to the drawings, therein is illustrated 
a conventional bathtub SC having a drain opening 11 
through the lower extremity thereof and an overflow 
opening 2 therethrough adjacent its upper extremity. 
The drain opening is communicates with a conduit to 
waste 3 through means of a conventional drain pipe 
14 and a T-section 5. The T-section 15 and the con 
duit E3 secured thereto also communicate with the over 
flow opening 12 through means of an overflow pipe 16. 
The detailed cooperation between the opening 2 and the 
overflow pipe 15 will be developed subsequently. 
As illustrated, the bathtub it is juxtaposed to a wall 
7 Supported by studs 20. A pipeline 2 extending to a 

Source of water under pressure, Such as the city Water 
line, is disposed behind the wall 7 and has secured 
thereto a shutoff valve 22 which is actuated by a handle 
23 on the forward side of the wall. From the following 
discussion, it will be seen that the pipeline 25 and the 
valve 22 cooperating therewith form a part of the im 
provement of the present invention. 
The hydrotherapy unit associated with the bathtub 10 

comprises basically a nozzle housing 24 positioned within 
the bathtub, a pump and motor assembly 25 positioned to 
the exterior of the bathtub, and an interconnecting as 
Sembly 26. It is the latter assembly to which the present 
invention is primarily directed. From FIG. 1 it can be 
seen that the nozzle assembly 24 is suspended within the 
bathtub iC through means of the interconnecting assembly 
26. The pump and motor assembly 25 is Supported to 
the exterior of the bathtub by a platform 27 fixed to and 
extending rearwardly from the studs 20. 
The nozzle housing 24 corresponds substantially to that 

of the hydrotherapy unit disclosed in the aforementioned 
co-pending application Serial No. 299,698 and includes a 
spherical socket 30 having a nozzle 3i pivotally received 
therein. The nozzle 31 has therein a water passageway 
32 and an air passageway 33, which passageways com 
municate, respectively, with a water inlet 34 and an air 
inlet 35 in the housing (see FIG. 2). A discharge spout 
35 having open forward and rearward ends and air in 
take ports 37 around its periphery cooperates with a 
mandrel 40 in the nozzle to vary the degree of fluid com 
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munication between the passageway 32 and said open 
rearward end. Thus, as is illustrated by the flow indi 
cating arrows in FIG. 1, water supplied to the water inlet 
34 flows through the passageway 32 and into the Spout 
36 while at the same time drawing air from the passage 
way 33 through the ports 37. Relative movement of the 
nozzle 31 with respect to the housing 24 is limited to 
horizontal and vertical planes by a pin 41 fixed to the 
housing and extending into a slot 42 in the nozzle. The 
latter arrangement is necessary in order to assure that 
the spout 36 may be threaded into the nozzle 31 for 
flow control purposes. 

Air is supplied to the air inlet 35 through the air pipe 
43 fixed to the housing in fluid communication with Said 
inlet and extending to a level above the normal level of 
water within the bathtub i0. Air is drawn through the 
pipe 43 by the low pressure area created in the spout 36 
adjacent the ports 37 by the venturi effect. A sleeve 
valve 44 is received on the upper end of the pipe 43 to 
facilitate the control of air fow therethrough. Water 
is supplied to the inlet 34 through means of a water dis 
charge conduit 45 secured in fluid communication there 
with. The detailed structure and operation of the con 
duit 45 will be developed subsequently with respect to the 
description of the interconnecting assembly 26. 
The nozzle assembly 24 is completed by a water intake 

46 opening through the lower surface thereof. As can 
be seen from FIG. 2, the entire open area of the intake 
46 is covered by a screen 47. The intake 46 cooperates 
with a water intake conduit 50 secured in fluid com 
munication therewith and extending upwardly from the 
housing 24. As with the discharge conduit 45, the in 
take conduit 50 comprises part of the interconnecting 
assembly 26, to be developed subsequently. 
The pump and motor assembly 25 corresponds identi 

cally to that disclosed in the aforementioned co-pending 
application Serial No. 299,698 and includes an electric 
motor 5 and a centrifugal pump 52. The motor has 
operatively secured thereto an electrical lead 53 extend 
ing to a source of house voltage (not illustrated). The 
pump 52 includes a water inlet 54 and a discharge out 
let 55 which communicate with the low and high pres 
Sure sides, respectively, of an impeller 56. It is to be 
understood that the motor 51 and the impeller 56 are 
operatively interconnected in a manner corresponding 
identically to that disclosed in the pump and motor 
assembly of the aforementioned co-pending application 
Serial No. 299,698. Furthermore, the pump 52 is pro 
vide with float Switch control means corresponding 
identically to that disclosed in the co-pending applica 
tion which functions to energize the motor 51 only when 
the pump is primed. 

Referring now to the interconnecting assembly 26 to 
which the present invention is primarily directed, this 
assembly includes as one of its basic elements a fitting 
57. The fitting 57 comprises a substantially T-shaped 
conduit structure having a lower extension 60 secured 
in fluid communication with the overflow pipe 16, one 
side extension 61 secured in fluid communication with 
the pump water inlet 54 through an intake conduit 62, 
and another side extension 63 extending sealingly through 
the overflow opening 12. The extension 63 is fixedly 
Secured in sealed communication with the opening 12 by 
packers 64 received therearound on opposite sides of the 
bathtub Wall and a securing nut 65 and lock nut 66 
threaded thereon on the interior side of the bathtub. 
The extensions 61 and 63 define passage means through 
which conduits may be extended and have extending 
therethrough a passage conduit 67 which is Sealingly 
Secured at its end portions to said extensions and is spaced 
from the extension 63 at its intermediate portion. The 
Space between the passage conduit 67 and the extension 
63, together with a slot 70 extending through the lower 
periphery of said extension, define a duct establishing 
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fluid communication between the interior of the bathtub 
10 and the overflow pipe 6. 
The interconnecting assembly 26 further includes a 

transition housing 75 having therein a vacuum chamber 
72 and a pressure chamber 73. As can be seen from 
FIG. 1, the upper end of the chamber 72 opens into a 
cylindrical section 74 adapted to be telescopingly received 
on the extension 63 of the fitting 57. The fitting 57 
and housing 71 are locked in telescoping engagement 
by a detent pin 75 extending slidably through the section 
74 into engagement with an apertaire 75 in the extension 
63. The pin 75 is resiliently urged into the locked con 
dition illustrated in FIG. 1 by a spring 77, and a knob 80 
secured to the upper end of the pin facilitates the lifting 
thereof to the unlocked position, thus permitting the 
housing 7 to be slid out of telecoping engagement with 
the extension 63. 
At this point it is noted that the upper end of the 

aforedescribed water intake conduit 50 is fixed to the 
housing 75 in fluid communication with the vacuum 
chamber 72. Thus, when the housing 71 and section 
63 are telescopically engaged, as illustrated in FIG. 1, 
fluid communication is established between the water 
inlet 54 of the pump 52 and the water intake 46 of the 
noZZle housing 24. Sealing communication between the 
chamber 72 and the passage conduit 67 is assured by an 
O-ring 81 interposed between the cylindrical section 74 
and the extension 63. In addition to functioning as 
conduit means between the housing 24 and the pump 
52, the conduit 50 and housing 7 also function as means 
to Suspend the housing 24 within the bathtub 10. To 
facilitate the latter function, both the conduit 50 and 
housing 71 are preferably fabricated of a relatively rigid 
material. 

Referring now to the pressure discharge system in 
corporated into the interconnecting assembly 26, this 
System includes the aforementioned discharge conduit 45 
which is Secured at its lower end to the nozzle housing 
24 in fluid communication with the water inlet 34 and 
at its upper end to the transition housing 7 in fluid 
communication with the chamber 73. Further included 
in this System is a second discharge conduit 82 having 
one end threadedly secured to the housing 71 in fluid 
communication with the chamber 73 and the other end 
slidably received in the pump 52 in sealed communica 
tion with the pressure or discharge outlet 55. An O 
ring 83 received in the outlet 55 Sealingly engages the 
Outer periphery of the conduit 82. Thus it can be seen 
that the conduit 82 is both slidably and Sealingly received 
in the outlet 55 and that upon removal of the transition 
housing 71 from the fitting 57 the conduit 82 will also 
be removed. 

Attention is now directed to the interrelationship be 
tween the vacuum intake conduit and the pressure dis 
charge conduit extending from the nozzle housing 24 
to the pump 52. Specifically, it is noted that the dis 
charge conduit 45 extends concentrically through the 
intake conduit 50 and that the second discharge conduit 
82 extends concentrically through the passage conduit 
67 and the intake conduit 62. The latter interrelation. 
ship is facilitated by an annular Support ring 84 formed 
integrally With the fitting 57 and adapted to slidably re 
ceive the conduit 82. The concentric relationship be 
tween the conduits assures that the flow of fluid through 
the intake conduit and the passage conduit will not be 
impeded and that noise will not be generated by the 
transmission of vibrations between the interior and ex 
terior conduits. 

In operation of the aforedescribed device, once the 
transition housing 71 has been secured in place as illus 
trated in FIG. 1, the bathtub () is filled to a level above 
that of the housing 24. At this point, the pump 52 is 
primed to lift the float switch therein (not illustrated) 
and thus energize the motor 51. Priming of the pump 

75 is facilitated by a priming line 85 extending in fluid.com. 
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munication between the valve 22 and the intake conduit 
62. Through the latter arrangement, the pump 52 may 
be primed simply by opening the valve 22 and permitting 
water under pressure to flow into the pump 52 through 
the conduit 62. Once the pump is primed, the motor 
51 is energized and the entire hydrotherapy unit becomes 
operative. 
At this point it is noted that the invention is not in 

tended to be limited to the specific priming arrangement 
described above or the specific switching arrangement 
within the pump 52. For example, it would be possible 
to prime the pump 52 through some other means, such as 
a hand operated positive displacement pump adapted to 
force water through the spout 36 and into the pump 52. 
Furthermore, if a pump is used which is not damaged by 
dry running, it is not necessary that a float switch be 
provided. It is also possible that a manually operated 
switch might be used in combination with the float switch 
or as an alternative thereto. 
Once the subject hydrotherapy unit has been primed 

and the pump 52 is activated, the flow of water through 
the system takes place as shown by the flow indicating 
arrows in both FIGS. 1 and 2. Specifically, water is 
drawn through the intake 46 and the conduit means com 
municating therewith to the water inlet 54 of the pump. 
At the same time, water is discharged from the pump 
through the pressure discharge outlet 55 and the conduits 
communicating there with to the nozzle 3. Upon passing 
through the nozzle 31, the water flows through the spout 
36, thus creating a low pressure area adjacent the ports 37 
and drawing air therethrough from the air pipe 43. As 
a result, an aerated stream of water is discharged from the 
spout 36 and into the bathtub 10 at relatively high pres 
sures. The user of the tub can adjust the direction of the 
stream by pivoting the nozzle 32 within the socket 30. The 
intensity of the stream can be adjusted by turning the 
spout 36 about its longitudinal axis within the nozzle 31 
and the degree of aeration can be controlled by turning 
the valve 44 on the air pipe 43. 

In addition to possessing many advantageous operating 
characteristics, the unit of the present invention also has 
the advantage that the electric motor 5 is grounded to 
the plumbing associated therewith. Specifically, where the 
housings of the motor 51 and pump 52 together with the 
conduit 62 are in contact and fabricated of electrically 
conductive material, a path to ground is established both 
through the overflow pipe 16 and the priming line 85. 
AS an alternative to grounding the Inctor 51 in this man 
ner, an electrical lead might be extended between the 
housing of the motor 51 and any of the electrically con 
ductive plumbing associated with the bathtub 18, such as 
the waste conduit 13 or pipeline 21. 
To conclude, from the foregoing detailed description it 

is believed apparent that the present invention enables 
the accomplishment of the objects initially set forth herein. 
In particular, an improved hydrotherapy unit is provided 
wherein the heavy pumping and electrical drive compo 
nents thereof are perinanently installed to the exterior of 
a bathtub while the injection nozzle and intake structure 
are removably positioned within the bathtub. The in 
stallation of the unit is facilitated by a novel arrangement 
wherein the conventional overflow opening of the bathtub 
is utilized to extend fluid communicating conduits between 
the pumping components and the injection nozzle and 
intake structure. It is to be understood, however, that 
the invention is not intended to be limited to the specific 
embodiment illustrated and described, but rather is defined 
by the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a bathtub having an overflow opening there 

through and a hydrotherapy apparatus associated there 
with comprising: 

(a) a nozzle housing positioned in the bathtub below 
the normal water level therein, said housing having 
therein a water inlet and discharge outlet; and, 
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6 
(b) a pump and driving motor therefor positioned out 

side of the bathtub, said pump having a vacuum inlet 
and pressure outlet; s 

an improved assembly for interconnecting said housing 
and pump comprising: 

(a) a fitting received in the overflow opening of the 
bathtub and having therein: 

(1) a duct extending in fluid communication be 
tween the interior of the bathtub and a Waste 
conduit to the exterior of the bathtub; and, 

(2) passage means for the extension of conduit 
means therethrough; 

(b) intake conduit means extending through said pas 
sage means and in fluid communication between said 
water inlet and said vacuum inlet; and, 

(c) discharge conduit means extending through said 
passage means and in fluid communication between 
said pressure outlet and said discharge outlet. 

2. A device according to claim wherein said nozzle 
housing is supported within the bathtub by the portions of 
said intake and discharge conduit means extending into 
the bathtub. 

3. A device according to claim 2 including disconnect 
means to facilitate the ready removal from said fitting of 
the portions of said intake and discharge conduit means 
extending between said fitting and inczzle housing. 

4. A device according to claim 1 including: 
(a) a priming conduit extending in fluid communica 

tion between a source of water under pressure and 
said intake conduit means; and, 

(b) a control valve interposed in said priming conduit. 
5. A device according to claim wherein the driving 

motor for the pump is electric and grounded to the Waste 
conduit through said intake conduit means and said 
fitting. 

6. In a bathtub having an overflow opening there 
through and a hydrotherapy apparatus associated there 
with comprising: 

(a) a nozzle housing removably positioned in the bath 
tub below the normal water level therein, said housing 
having therein a water inlet and discharge outlet; and, 

(b) a pump and driving motor therefor permanently 
positioned outside of the bathtub, said pump having 
a vacuum inlet and pressure outlet; 

an improved assembly for interconnecting said housing 
and pump, comprising: 

(a) a fitting sealingly received in the overflow opening 
of the bathtub and having therein: 

(1) a duct extending in fluid communication be 
tween the interior of the bathtub and a waste 
conduit to the exterior of the bathtub; and, 

(2) a passage for the extension of conduits there 
through; 

(b) a passage conduit extending through said passage 
and sealingly received therein; 

(c) a transition housing having first and second cham 
bers therein and releasably secured to said fitting 
with said first chamber in sealed communication with 
said passage conduit; 

(d) first and second intake conduits extending in sealed 
communication between said water inlet and said first 
chamber, and said passage conduit and said vacuum 
inlet, respectively; 

(e) a first discharge conduit extending through said 
first intake conduit in sealed communication between 
said discharge outlet and said second chamber; and, 

(f) a second discharge conduit extending through said 
passage conduit and said Second intake conduit in 
sealed communication between said second chamber 
and said pressure outlet. 

7. A device according to claim 6, wherein said first 
and second discharge conduits extend concentrically 
through said first intake conduit, and said passage and 
second intake conduit, respectively. 

8. A device according to claim 6, including: 
(a) a priming conduit extending in fluid communica 
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tion between a source of water under pressure and 
said second intake conduit; and, 

(b) a control valve interposed in said second conduit. 
9. A device according to claim 6, wherein said transi 

tion housing is releasably secured to said fitting by means 
comprising: 

(a) mating telescoping sections on said housing and 
fitting; and, 

(b) detent means adapted to selectively lock said mat 
ing sections in telescoped engagement. 

0. A device according to claim 6 wherein: 
(a) said first intake conduit rigidly interconnects said 

nozzle housing and said transition housing: 
(b) said second discharge conduit releasably commu 

nicates said second chamber and said pressure outlet; 
and, 

5 

5 

3. 
(c) said transition housing, first intake conduit, first 

discharge conduit, and nozzle housing are removable 
from said fitting as a unit upon release of said transi 
tion housing from said fitting. 

11. A device according to claim 6, wherein the driving 
motor for the pump is electric and grounded to the waste 
conduit through said second intake conduit and said 
fitting. 
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